THE TRANSFER OF TRAINING
could have approximated as closely to real life conditions
as the practice did to real school conditions, it may be
thought that perhaps the Latin and mathematics training
would have emerged. The only way in which one can
think readily of this being done is to follow up large numbers
of the pupils in life for a few years and see how they do.
There would then arise difficulties enough of another sort,
the great es^pense of such an investigation, the difficulty
of obtaining quantitative and objective measures of relative
" success " in life, the danger of losing track not of an
unselected sample of the whole but of special classes, such
as those who have greater wanderlust, which might well
be correlated with intelligence. And then success is not
due to intelligence alone,
On the whole, the experimenters must be granted their
claim to have shown that transfer is nothing like as easy
to detect as it ought to be, were it occurring on as whole-
sale a scale as once was believed. The belief in transfer
among teachers and others, in so far as it survives a study
of the experiments, must rationalize itself by supposing
that the experiments somehow miss transfer by being too
artificial, or by their tests being too short and not measuring
quite the right thing.
It is my own belief that the speed factor in tests, while
not the reprehensible thing which some lay critics would
have us believe, yet does lead to a possible error by
minimizing the advantages derived from transfer of training.
By the speed factor I mean the fact that tests have to be
performed with a time limit at a certain place and on a
certain occasion. In some intelligence tests—as in the
American army tests—this speed factor distinctly causes
a hurried feeling. In these tests only so many minutes are
given for each page, or even so many seconds for each
question, a device probably desirable in testing for the
kind of " on-the-spottitude " (as I have heard it called)
needed in warfare, but not perhaps so uniquely essential
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